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Learning analytics

Artificial intelligence (AI)

Internet of Things (IoT)

Robots

Blockchain

Digitalisation and the « AI » galaxy



• What are the current frontiers of AI and 
other technologies in education?

• What are the upcoming challenges?

• Watch key experts and policy makers 
talk about it: 

https://oecd-events.org/digital-
education

Digital Education Oulook 2021

https://oecd-events.org/digital-education


artificial intelligence to manage schools and 
systems



A variety of applications

• Student information systems

• Early Warning Systems

• Admissions and School 
Allocations

• Reports for Parents

• “Customer” Relationship 
Management Systems

• Proctoring Systems

• Resource Allocation and 
Planning



Rethinking assessments and exams

• New types of assessments
through simulations and 
games

• Increasing reliability of 
machine rating for essays

• Predictive models may
disrupt the exam model (if 
politically/socially
acceptable)

• Using AI for proctoring
remotely in traditional
assessments



Preventing dropout through early warning 
systems

• Early warning systems can use 
longitudinal data points to 
identify students at risk of 
dropping out

• Bowers and Trout identified
different types of profiles 
requiring different types of 
interventions:
– Jaded (38%), Quiet (53%), Involved

(9%)

• Many models are not so accurate, 
but a few seem to work well



artificial intelligence in the classroom



Personalised learning

• Providing
students with
« personalised » 
learning
materials
(content map) 
and teach them

• Assignement of 
individual work, 
peer work and 
lectures



Classroom analytics

• Classroom analytics helps
teachers to manage their class:

– In real time during teaching
– As a reflective tool after teaching

(professional learning)

• Data come from sensors or 
computers in the classroom
(learning management systems or 
digital activities of students)

• Displayed on dashboard, on the 
walls, on glasses



Showing teachers where they spend time in the classroom

Source: Prieto et al., 2017

Teacher feedback for self-regulation

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Teachers are central to the learning process, and how they act in class affects every aspect of the lesson. We can include their behaviour in the analytic data – how much they speak, where they move, which students they pay the most attention to act. AI may show teacher she spacially favours certain parts of the room, that she/he has biases. 



Making education more inclusive by supporting
students with special needs

• More inclusive classrooms for:
– visually impaired students (text to speech, speech to 

text, etc.)
– hearing impaired (automatic captioning, etc.)

• More possibilities to address needs such as 
dyslexia (special digital fonts)

• Tools to easily translate for learners from
minority languages

• New tools to speed up the diagnosis of certain 
needs (dysgraphia, etc.)

• New tools to support students with autism
spectrum disorder



Robotics in the classroom

• Robots are currently mainly used in 
the teaching and learning of coding
(or computational thinking)

• Social robots are increasingly being
experimented as taking on the roles
of teaching aides (instructors, 
tutors, peer students)

• Some studies shows they are almost
as effective as human beings (doing
narrowly defined tasks)



Some take-aways from the OECD Digital 
Education Outlook 2021

• Quick development of smart technology applications in education: current models
are based on hybrid human-AI models

– Systems detect, diagnose/predict and report/act to support teachers, learners and 
adminstrators to make decisions (few instances of automated decision-making in 
education)

• Most applications are still experimental – personalisation of learning, early warning 
systems and blockchain are used at scale

• Varying degrees of algorithmic accuracy (from medium to very high) and often little
strong evidence of effectiveness on educational objectives

• Need for more cooperation with users to ensure proposed solutions are useful and 
cost-effective (rather than just possible)



back to the present



What have we learnt from the health crisis?

• What did or could AI have done for learners, teachers and 
parents?

– Help teachers and parents with the curation of appropriate learning resources
– Provide personalised instruction in some areas (intelligent tutoring systems)
– Help facilitate engagement and connection, including students with special

needs
– Proctoring for remote online exams or algorithms to correct the exams

• De facto, AI and smart technologies played a small role in 
countries’ responses to the crisis:

– Multimodal approaches based on online platforms, learning management 
systems, social media channels, TV, radio, mobiles phones, WhatsApp, etc.

– The digital infrastructure would not have been ready (digital divides, 
connectivity, devices)

– The solutions were largely not there: do we need to invest more?
– How do we rethink schooling and higher education after the pandemic?



sustaining technology-enhanced education



Relating OECD (and G20) Principles on Artificial
Intelligence to smart technology in education

• Inclusive growth, sustainable development and 
well-being

• Human-centred values and fairness

• Transparency and explainability

• Robustness, security and safety

• Accountability



• Usefulness
– Develop solutions with stakeholders (teachers, etc.) – not just EdTech
– Work with schools on the benefits of the technological solution so it gets used

• Effectiveness
– Verify that AI solutions do what they say (e.g. gives accurate diagnosis/predictions)
– Ensure it improves outcomes (e.g. supports interventions to solve the problems)

• Equity
– Privilege cheap solutions running on existing platforms (digital divide is bigger than we

thought)
– Establish standards and facilitate inter-operability and thus sustanaibility and 

affordability

What challenges for education?



• Fairness
– Ensure that you are not replicating biases due to your historical data (e.g. machine 

learning) or due to the human choices in designing the algorithm
– Ensure that you are not creating new biases (e.g. look at the results)

• Transparency
– Open data/open algorithm: allow anyone (i.e. other experts) to see and 

verify/challenge/improve the algorithm
– Explain how the algorithm works and which choices were made (to the extent possible)
– Involve stakeholders to discuss the choices made when there is high stake

• Data protection
– Data protection regulation in most countries: GDPR in Europe, FERPA in the US, etc.
– Risk management policy:  zero risk policy is not possible

What challenges for education?



concluding remarks



• Digitalisation offers many opportunities to transform and improve education – but 
they can go in different directions depending on how the technology is used

• Digital transformation would require to build social acceptance of new schooling
models, including with a different organisation of space and time, well being and data 
privacy, etc.

• Digitalisation comes with a cost of maintenance of infrastructure – a key aspect of 
sustainability – and would thus require strong benefits (gains in productivity, 
effectiveness, etc.)

• Digitalisation will likely not leave the education sector aside and will affect it one way
or the other: let’s collaborate internationally to harness its positive opportunities for 
learners and teachers

Concluding remarks



Stephan.Vincent-Lancrin@oecd.org
stephan-vincent-lancrin

THANK YOU

https://oe.cd/educationceriinnovationstrategy
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